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EMANATIONS:
REFLECTIONS OF A COMPOSER
Perennial suffering has as much right to expression as a tortured man has to
scream; hence it may have been wrong to say that after Auschwitz you could no
longer write poems. But it is not wrong to raise the less cultural question
whether after Auschwitz you can go on living – especially whether one who
escaped by accident, one who by rights should have been killed, may go on
living. His mere survival calls for the coldness, the basic principle of bourgeois
subjectivity, without which there could have been no Auschwitz; this is the
drastic guilt of him who was spared. By way of atonement he will be plagued by
dreams such as that he is no longer living at all, that he was sent to the ovens in
1944 and his whole existence since has been imaginary, an emanation of the
insane wish of a man killed twenty years earlier.1

To creatively investigate questions of aesthetics in music today is also to
consider lived and unlived experiences, how these affect one’s relationship to aesthetics and how these experiences play a role in our own
musical lives and perception. By engaging with a new musical work
through hearing, one’s imagination can become stimulated to reflect on
the succession of structured sound in time, connecting one’s memory to
human experience, to one’s history and to the larger world.
In composing, my main goal is to create something new, to step outside of my own “comfort zone” of normative musical experience and, in
doing so, to respond in a reflective manner to previous musical traditions and history. In beginning a new composition, I do not consciously
set out to create something “beautiful”. Nonetheless, I remain conscious
of the various concepts of the beautiful, and how these function as
historical ideas, ideals, and ideologies, connecting to distinct traditions,
histories, places and to memories thereof.
The beautiful exists as a historical remnant, as a lived or unlived
memory, as a normative category to be discovered, deconstructed and
reconstructed and as a lost ideal in my compositional work. In this way,
the category of the “beautiful” relates directly to investigations of history
and memory. While the creative deciphering, contextualization and
deconstruction of sonorous material and compositional form allows for
an activation of the imagination in terms of production and reception,

!
1

Theodor W. Adorno, Negative Dialectics, trans. E.B. Ashton, London 1973, p. 362–363.
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the sonorous object exists to be creatively misread, giving the listener a
critical musical experience that goes beyond the normative and historical
categories of the beautiful.

The History of Beauty
Although they disputed Rabbi Yohanan’s beauty, he had no equal in that they
wept on account of his beauty alone. And it would be that they were grieving
for the destruction of Jerusalem, for as it says there ‘Rabbi Yohanan said: only
I remain of the beautiful ones of Jerusalem’. Rabbi Eliezer concluded that when
Rabbi Yohanan dies, the last of the beautiful ones of Jerusalem will decay in the
earth.2

!
2 Rabbi Samuel Eliezer ben Judah Ha-Levi Edels (Maharsha), Hidushe Agadot, Jerusalem: h.
mo. l., 2011, p. 15–16:

4nxwy `rd hyrpw%b [dk m‘‘b] 3yl(wph qrpb wgylph% 3g .`wk ylbd )rpw% y)hl”
3yl%wry 4brwx 4wrkz l( wr(+cnd r%p)w .hydwxl hyrpw% lyb%b wkb% (zyq) hmwd wny)
)rpw%h hlb twmy%k )cmn 3yl%wry yryp%m yryyt%) )n) 4nxwy `r rm)d 3% 4nyrm)dk
“.)rp(b 3yl%wry ynb lkm

Rabbi Samuel Eliezer ben Judah Ha-Levi Edels comments on discussions of beauty found in the
Talmud. In tractate Bava Metzia, 84a the beauty of the men in Jerusalem is discussed:
ybrd hyrpw% yzxm y(bd 4)m y)h 3yl%wry yryp%m yryyt%y) )n) 4nxwy ybr rm)”
hyl rdhnw )qmws )nmwrd )ydycrp hyylmnw yqls ybm )pskd )sk ytyyn 4nxwy
4y(m yrwrhz )whh )lw+l )%m% 4yb hybtwnw hymwpl )qmws )drwwd )lylk
whb) ybrd hyrp% 4y(m )nhk brd hyrp% rm rm)hw yny) 4nxwy `rd hyrpw%
hyrpw% 4y(m wnyb) bq(yd hyrpw% wnyb) bq(yd hyrpw% 4y(m whb) `rd hyrpw%
3ynp trdhd 4nxwy `r yn)% hyl by%x )q )l 4nxwy `r wly)w 4w%)rh 3d)d
“hyl )ywh )l

“Rabbi Yohanan said: I am the only one remaining of Jerusalem’s men of outstanding beauty.
He who desires to see Rabbi Yohanan's beauty, let him take a silver goblet as it emerges from
the crucible, fill it with the seeds of red pomegranate, encircle its brim with a chaplet of red
roses, and set it between the sun and the shade: its lustrous glow is akin to Rabbi Yohanan’s
beauty. But that is not so, for did not a Master say: Rabbi Kahana’s beauty is a reflection of
Rabbi Abahu’s, Rabbi Abahu’s is a reflection of our Father Jacob's, our Father Jacob’s was a
reflection of Adam’s, whereas Rabbi Yohanan is omitted. Rabbi Yohanan is different, because he lacked a beard.”
Such a radiance of beauty, attributed to Rabbi Yohanan, considered so strong as to be able to
light up a dark room, was described in tractate Talmud tractate Berachot, 5b:
lpnw hy(rdl hyylg lp) tybb yng )q hwhd )zx 4nxwy ybr hybgl l( %lx rz(yl) ybr”
t%p) )ld hrwt 3w%m y) tykb )q y)m) l“) rz(yl) `r ykb )q hwhd hyyzx )rwhn
lk )l ynwzm 3w%m y)w 3ym%l wbl 4ywky% dblbw +y(mmh dx)w hbrmh dx) wnyn%
)rpw% y)hl l“) ryb h)ry%(d )mrg 4yd ynb 3w%m y)w twnxl% yt%l hkwz 3d)
“whyywrt wkbw tykb )q y)rw )d l( l“) )nykb )q )rp(b ylbd
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Categories of taste and beauty might best be understood in terms of
their development throughout history. 3 Rooted in human temporality,
the concept of the beautiful in rabbinic Judaism was considered a
persisting, timeless category even though its former splendor was
considered to have ceased to exist in the post-temple period, being,
within the historical trajectory of the Jewish religion, inherently connected to a memory of destruction, dispersion and exile.4 The development of Judaism was contingent on such a ‘patina of pastness’, as its
culture of remembering also served to promote 3lw( 4wqyt “tikun
olam” or “world repair”, serving to bring forth future (political)
redemption and renewed splendor of its lost world. 5
In contrast, the beautiful in Greek antiquity existed, in theory, beyond
the realm of human history. Beauty was an important, related quality in

!
“Rabbi Eliezer was ill, and Rabbi Yohanan went to visit him. Rabbi Yohanan saw that he was
lying in a dark house. Rabbi Yohanan uncovered his arm and light was cast [i.e. from the
radiance of his body]. He saw that Rabbi Eliezer was weeping, and said to him: Why are you
weeping? Did you not fulfill your wish to study Torah? Both offerings of one who gives
much or little are pleasing, as long as the heart is directed to Heaven. Is it because of the lack
of food? Not everyone merits two tables. Is it because of childlessness? This is the bone of
my tenth son that I lost. Rabbi Eliezer said to him: it is for this beauty that must decay in the
earth that I weep. Rabbi Yohanan said: This is indeed something for which to weep. And
they both wept.” Many thanks to Ruth Haber of the Judaic, Yiddish, and Israel Studies
Collection at the University of California, Berkeley for her help in finding the commentary of
Rabbi Samuel Eliezer ben Judah Ha-Levi Edels as well as for suggesting textual connections
and translations.
3 “The best theory of beauty is its history”. Susan Sontag, At the Same Time – Essays and
Speeches, Paulo Dilonardo and Anne Jump (eds.), New York 2007, p. 5.
4 The Hebrew word for beauty Hadar (literally, “that which dwells”) implies permanence.
Talmud, Sukkah 35a discusses how the beauty of the etrog fruit, important for the holiday of
sukkot, is a display of permanent beauty:
yl(bw 3ymymt 3yn+qw 3ylwdg wb %y hz ryd hm rydh )l) rdh yrqt l) rmw) ybr”
whb tyl twryp r)% w+) 4ymwm yl(bw 3ymymt 3yn+qw 3ylwdg wb %y n``h 4ymwm
4yyd( 3yn+q 4y)b% d( rm)q ykh )l) 4ymwm yl(bw 4ymymt 3yn+qw 3ylwdg
hn%l hn%m wnly)b rd% rbd (rdh) )l) rdh yrqt l) rm) whb) `r 3ymyyq 3ylwdg
“(rwdy)) 3yml 4yrwq ynwwy 4w%lb 4k% (rwdy)) )l) rdh yrqt l) rmw) y)z( 4b

“Rabbi said: do not read hadar but [rather] ha-dir; just as the stable contains large and small
[animals], perfect and blemished ones, and so [also the fruit must exist as] large and small,
perfect and blemished. But are not other fruits have large and small, perfect and blemished? Rather this is what you should say: Before the small ones come, the large are still
existent. R. Abbahu said: Read not hadar, but ha-dar, [referring to] a fruit, which lives on the
tree from year to year. Ben Azzai said: Read not hadar, but hudor for in Greek water is called
hudor.”
5 Philip V. Bohlman, Jewish Music and Modernity, New York 2008, p. 240, cited in: Tamar
Barzel, New York Noise: Radical Jewish Music and the Downtown Scene, Bloomington 2015,
p. 34.
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both philosophy and music.6 For Plato, the ideal form of the beautiful
was conceived as being of the intellect rather than of the senses. 7
The idea of the beautiful, as a permanent aesthetic category, can be
found in philosophical texts of the German Enlightenment. Immanuel
Kant theorized about the beautiful in nature 8, culture and the sublime,
finding lasting, universal beauty in classical texts of “dead languages”.9

!
See Gunnar Hindrichs, Die Autonomie des Klangs. Eine Philosophie der Musik,
Frankfurt a.M. 2014, p. 3–4: “Even from this expanded perspective, however, the SocraticPlatonic view is not immediately accessible to us. It seems one thing to compose rhythmicmelodic verses or dance, but it seems another to practice philosophy. In order to understand
Socrates’ statement, we must therefore take three facts into account. First of all, philosophy
and music are connected by a shared point of reference: beauty. For music, this is obvious:
the purpose of the arts of the muses, including astronomy, consists in the representation of
beauty, be it the beauty of verses or the beauty of celestial movement. But philosophy also
relates to beauty; the connection lies in the fact that beauty is the “most radiant”
(ekphanestaton) among the Forms. As this most radiant, it is beauty alone that lifts up the soul
to the recognition of Forms. Philosophy, on the other hand, takes place as dialectics, namely
dealing with Forms. For this reason, it too is subject to the attraction of beauty. In so far as it
knows how to deal with Forms, it has understood beauty, which makes such an activity
attractive and possible. It is hence the best representation of beauty: it can see its very Form.
In this sense, philosophy is the ‘greatest music’. The shared connection to beauty binds music
and philosophy together.” (Translation by Wieland Hoban)
7 Plato, Philebus, 51c-d, as cited by G. M. A. Grube in Plato’s Theory Of Beauty, in: The
Monist, vol. 37, No. 2 (Oxford 1927), p. 278: “I am now trying to explain to you a beauty of
forms which is not what the majority would interpret it to be, namely that of living creatures
or of pictures; I mean something like the straight or the circular, and the planes and solids
that are made by means of them by lathes and rulers and instruments to measure angles.
These things I say are not beautiful in comparison with something else, but they are in essence beautiful always and absolutely, and give certain pleasures of their own, which have
nothing to do with the pleasures of scratching; and there are colours which are of the same
kind – Do you understand?”
8 The Kantian idea of the beauty of nature being the basis for the appreciation of art was
questioned by Schelling: “[F]ar from the merely contingent beauty of nature providing the
rule to be art, the fact is, rather, that what art creates in its perfection is the principle and the
norm for the judgement of natural beauty.” Schelling cited by Márton Dornbach, Receptive
Spirit. German Idealism and the Dynamics of Cultural Transmission, New York 2016, p. 76.
9 Kant, KrU, 5:309 as cited by Dornbach, 76: “Since the gift of nature must give the rule
to art (as beautiful art), what sort of rule is this? It cannot be couched in a formula to serve a
precept, for the judgment about the beautiful would be determinable in accordance with
precepts, rather, the rule must be abstracted from the deed, i.e., from the product, against
which others may test their own talent, letting it serve as a model of copying [Nachmachen] but
for imitation [Nachahmung]. How this is possible is difficult to explain. The ideas of the artist
arouse similar [ähnliche] ideas in his apprentice if nature has equipped him with a similar
[ähnlichen] proportion of mental powers. The models of beautiful art are thus the only means
for transmitting these to posterity, which could not happen through mere descriptions (especially not in the field of the arts of discourse); and even in the latter case it is only these in old
and dead languages, now preserved only as learned ones, that can become classical.”
6
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Within such a “sensus communis aestheticus”10, there exists the concept
of a pre-existing category of the beautiful in form, which continues to be
relevant beyond its own history, simultaneously showing the possibility
of its future revelation.11
With Hegel, a new concept of beauty, inherently connected to an
intellectual idea, would allow for the theory that “[t]he beauty of art is
beauty born of the spirit and born again”. Such an ascent of reason in
terms of aesthetics changed the terms of engagement of observing “the
beautiful”. As artistic beauty was considered to exist above and beyond
that of nature, the future development of art became contextualized
within the trajectory of political history.12
While these theories of the beautiful helped to define musical aesthetics from antiquity to the Enlightenment period and beyond, their
applicability to an aesthetic situation in the twenty-first century remains
both distant and difficult, as one struggles to define categories for new
musical paradigms.13 As a composer, I have concentrated on the creation

!
10 Dornbach, p. 67. “Although we must reach back to antiquity for enduring models of
taste rooted in nature, it is only as modern subjects, with a moral awareness sharpened by
historical experiences of social discord and oppression, that we can render exemplary
aesthetic judgments about these models and their modern-day successors, thereby converting
the regulative idea of taste into an actual and determinate sensus communis aestheticus.”
11 This question of the revelation of beauty was further investigated by Walter Benjamin
for whom the beautiful “remains essentially identical to itself only when veiled”. See Walter
Benjamin, Selected Writings, Marcus Bulloch and Michael W. Jennings (eds.), Cambridge, MA
1996, p. 351.
12 G.W.F. Hegel, Aesthetics: Lectures on Fine Art, trans. T.M. Knox, Oxford 2010, p. 2:
“The beauty of art is beauty born of the spirit and born again, and the higher the spirit and
its productions stand above nature and its phenomena, the higher too is the beauty of art
above that of nature. Indeed, considered formally [i.e. no matter what it says], even a useless
notion that enters a man's head is higher than any product of nature, because in such a notion spirituality and freedom are always present. Of course, considered in its content, the sun,
for example, appears as an absolutely necessary factor [in the universe] while a false notion
vanishes as accidental and transitory. But, taken by itself, a natural existent like the sun is
indifferent, not free and self-conscious in itself; and if we treat it in its necessary connection
with other things, then we are not treating it by itself, and therefore not as beautiful.”
13 The concept of beauty has been further developed in the twentieth century as discussed
by Claus-Steffen Mahnkopf in his essay Beauty in Music in: The Many Faces of Beauty, Vittorio
Hösle (ed.), Indiana 2013, p. 387–401. For Heidegger, the sensual appearance of beauty was
related to a higher realm of truth and poetic de-concealment: “Truth is the truth of being.
Beauty does not occur alongside this truth. It appears when truth sets itself into the work.
This appearing (as this being of truth in the work and as the work) is beauty”.
Martin Heidegger, The Origin of the Work of Art, in: Off the Beaten Track [original:
Holzwege], Julian Young and Kenneth Haynes (eds. and trans.), Cambridge 2002, p. 52.
Theodor W. Adorno has discussed the perception of beauty in terms of musical structure in

!
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of an individual musical language wherein relationships between individual and collective memory play a central role, thereby responding to the
aesthetic paradigm of my time while remaining conscious of the historical trajectory of aesthetic categories.

The Memory of Beauty
Even as I do not consciously seek out the “beautiful” in my compositional work, as an idea, an ideal or ongoing perceptual category, the
“beautiful” appears in the work as though someone would discover a
hidden archeological ruin, functioning as a lost aesthetic category of the
past and existing to be investigated, discovered and deconstructed. Such
a concept of “ossified beauty” does indeed play a role in my string quartet xwk%lw rwkzl Lizkor VeLishkoach (To Remember and to Forget).14
The work investigates the history and aesthetic realms of the string
quartet genre, as the work exists as a response to Schubert’s quartet in G
Major D. 887. Throughout Lizkor VeLishkoach, the first movement of
Schubert’s quartet functions within a palimpsest structure, as citations of
Schubert’s quartet surface in various guises and constellations in the
course of the work. As Schubert’s quartet exists as a memory of history
within the piece, the “beautiful” is revealed as a historical construct of
the nineteenth century, existing as a “submerged” ideal within the form
of the piece.
In beginning to compose Lizkor VeLishkoach, I delineated spans of
musical time creating “temporal landscapes”, determining the types of
sonorous material in these sections. After an introductory section,

!
Schöne Stellen, in: Musikalische Schriften V (= Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 18), Frankfurt
a.M. 1984, p. 695-718. For Adorno, the concept of ‘truth’ in a musical work is dependent on
its relationship to socio-historical circumstances, as described by Mahnkopf: “[W]orks are
true if they articulate something that no other sensual cultural medium could articulate, and
do so in the full awareness of the respective socio-historical concretion of the relationship
between autonomy and heteronomy”.
14
xwk%lw rwkzl Lizkor VeLishkoach (To Remember and to Forget) was written in the years
1999-2000 (revised in 2008) and commissioned by the Villa Bernau, Switzerland and
premiered by the Basler Quartet and programmed together with Schubert’s String Quartet in
G Major D. 887, on April 22, 1999 at the Villa Bernau in Wabern, Switzerland. The root of
the Hebrew verb rwkzl (lizkor or to remember) is rkz meaning imprint or memory. Within the
Hebrew word xwk%l (lishkoach or to forget) is the word xwk (koach or power). The etymological
traces of these words informed the conceptual basis of the composition and can also be
conceived in terms of the impossibility to remember the “beautiful” in times past.
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isolated fragments of Schubert’s quartet enter the composition.
Deconstructed in terms of their traditional sound production and
performance practice, these fragments, the pitch quality of which being
alienated in terms of timbral extensions/noise, are first heard to
gradually approach the perceptual foreground and then to disappear
back into silence. In these “temporal landscapes”, various kinds of
musical material – dodecaphonic counterpoint, overtone structures,
remnants of Hungarian folksong – are layered onto one another, while
enunciations of material derived from Schubert’s quartet, with their
accompanying topical information and associations to prior historical
periods, 15 blend into or develop out of the surrounding, contrasting
sonorous environment.16
Example 1: Dániel Péter Biró: Lizkor Velishkoach mm. 54–69
In the course of the composition, this historicized musical material is put
through a series of gradual transformations. In Example 1, dodecaphonic counterpoint slowly transforms to become a chromatic scale
pattern. Here each scale degree is allocated individual timbral information while the periodicity of these motoric scales, pulsating in
quintuplets, marks the passing of time. This pulsating reality is contrasted by citation fragments from Schubert’s quartet, presented now
unaltered. These fragments break into and also break out of the pulsating sonorous texture, its “normative” tonal and timbral musical language
from times past heard now as “foreign”. These citations bring a nineteenth century harmonic rhythm and period structure, baroque rhythm

!
Certain figures of the quartet, as well as harmonic sequences, referencing music of the
baroque period are heard throughout the quartet. For more on this refer to Carl Dahlhaus
(trans. Rheinhard Thilo) Sonata Form in Schubert: The First Movement of the G-Major
String Quartet, op. 161, (D. 887), in: Schubert: Critical and Analytical Studies, Walter Frisch
(ed.), Lawrence 1986.
16 These various types of musical materials were always conceived not so much as a citation but as a historical referent. The all-interval dodecaphonic elements refer to the music of
Webern while the employment of the Hungarian folk-song Madárka, madárka (Little bird, little
bird) not only calls forth elements of a foregone peasant society but also references the
socialist-realist appropriation thereof, present in official composition production methods of
the Hungarian communist era. Simultaneously much of the noise material was considered
“extra” or “non musical”, almost as part of a landscape or cityscape. Movements from
pitched structures to noise based structures were conceived to mirror the movement of time.
Noise either exists as the “dust” of music, as an additional layer on top of the “music” or as
the most basic material, the core of the sonorous sign.
15
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topics and romantic gestures into their structural unfolding, elements
inherent to the ideal of the beautiful in the Romantic period. Nonetheless, this historical ideal of the beautiful exists, with its fragmented
appearance, as a lost category of the past. In the palimpsest form of the
piece, these musical structures move from the perceptual background to
the perceptual foreground, functioning for the listener like memories
surfacing from the depths of consciousness.
While at the beginning of the piece, citations of Schubert’s quartet
were presented in an alienated manner, their pitch qualities “enriched”
through extended string techniques, disappearing and giving way for
dodecaphonic, serial and overtone-based counterpoint, the ensuing citations of Schubert’s quartet, presented in their original sonorous form,
exist as renovated musical fragments amongst pulsating scale textures
derived from the previous development. For the listener, a situation of
“cognitive suspicion” is achieved, as the normative “ideal” of the
Romantic period as well as the corresponding contemporary “reaction”
are put into question.
Example 2: Dániel Péter Biró: Lizkor VeLishkoach: mm. 214–223
In Lizkor VeLishkoach, the functionality of the string quartet, as
ensemble and genre, is investigated via musical content. The formal
juxtaposition of the musical material in the work functions to question
conventional modes of discourse and accompanying ideas of “the
beautiful” as found in the history of the string quartet. 17 This previous
culture of musical discourse haunts the composition as well as the
compositional process, imprinting qualities of time in a malleable
landscape of past recollection. Traveling the “transcendental distance” 18

!
For more on the discursive nature of the string quartet see Daniel Chua, The Galitzin
Quartets of Beethoven, Princeton 1995 as well as Brian Ferneyhough, Collected Writings, James
Boros and Richard Toop (eds.), Amsterdam 1995.
18 This “transcendental distance” refers to Schubert and also to his relationship to the
“lost proximity” of folk music.
“Nowhere does truth draw nearer than in Schubert’s folklore, which has a completely different meaning than in the music of anyone who troubled with folklore after him. Schubert did
not attempt to correct the lost proximity through the unreachable distance: for him the
transcendental distance is reachable in the closest proximity. This lies at the front door like
Hungary and is simultaneously so far away as the unintelligible Hungarian language. This is
where the secret stems from, which not only trickles throughout the Ungarisches Divertissement
through the F-minor Fantasy and throughout the secondary movements of the A-major
17

!
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of this landscape, we are left with the genre of the string quartet as
deconstructed, beckoning us to remember the forgetting of its history.

Normative Beauty
As I now sit in a café in downtown Victoria, British Columbia, Canada,
writing this sentence, popular music is heard from loudspeakers, which I
perceive as a kind of “sonorous wallpaper” in the space. For the collective of people in this café, myself included, this constant sounding forms
a “normative” environment for musical perception. Here, as elsewhere,
individuals in a society are surrounded by sonorous representations of
“ideologies”, “economics”, “belief systems”, “high culture”, “pop culture”, “entertainment”, etc. In such contexts, the category of the
“beautiful” exists as part of established aesthetic conventions and norms,
which function to validate accompanying value systems. This is what I
term “normative beauty.”
In composing, I set out to create a means to question such aesthetic
normativity. Investigating the general “functionality” music existing
within realms of culture, the composer can create a context in order to
deconstruct, alter and undermine such aesthetic functionality. Just as the
musical material – instrumentation and accompanying genre as in the

!
Rondo, but also into the finely parted ramifications throughout all of Schubert’s work, moving up to come within reach and then vanishing again like a phantom in the C-sharp-minor
theme in the finale of the A-minor Quartet. The language of this Schubert is that of dialect, but
this is a dialect without ground. This dialectic has the tangibility of a homeland, yet it is not a
homeland of here but a remembered homeland. Nowhere is Schubert farther away from the
earth than in that place where he adduces it. The earth opens itself in the images of death;
but when faced with the nearest proximity, nature eliminates itself. This is why no passage
leads from Schubert’s music to frivolous genre and homeland art (Genre- und Schollenkunst), but merely one passage leads from here to deepest depravation and one passage to
the but barely addressed reality of the liberated music of a transformed human being. With its
seismograph-like irregular lines, Schubert’s music transcribes the message of the human
being’s qualitative transformation. This music is rightly answered by crying: crying of the
poorest sentimentality in the Dreimädelhaus, that is no different from the crying coming
from the devastated body. Faced with Schubert’s music, the tears fall from the eyes without
first asking the soul. This music penetrates our being in such an immediate and real way. We
cry without knowing why. Because we have not yet become like that which this music promises, and because, in unnamed happiness, this music must be just like it is in order to reassure
us that we will once become like this. Although we cannot decipher this music, in front of
the fading, tear-flooded eye the music holds the ciphers of finite reconciliation.” Theodor W.
Adorno, Schubert, translated by Dániel Péter Biró, cited in Dániel Péter Biró, Remembering and
Forgetting Lizkor VeLiskoach for String Quartet, after Schubert, 2007, p. 59–60.
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previous example of the string quartet – influences a musical work, so
does the sonorous reality of the composer.
The question as to what kind of normative reality the composer brings
to the musical work, “what kind of water the composer drinks”, is important to consider in terms of how the work either verifies or deviates
from a given reality of cultural conventions. In the world of today, any
number of musical languages, conventions, aesthetic positions, and
histories can exist, simultaneously, in a musical work. It is the task of the
composer to construct, deconstruct, alter, re-contextualize, and redefine
these elements by creating a compositional Esperanto – a unique and
new musical language. While a given sonorous sign can embody different
meanings for different listeners, the perception and decoding of the new
cultural object is the path to aesthetic discovery. Instead of functioning
to validate normative beauty, such a discovery of the unheard and notyet-possible becomes the catalyst for critical hearing.
In my work, this activation of the imagination via hearing remains primary. The sounding message conveys, for me, something more important than the knowledge and power of the image.19 The interpretation
of the sonorous message, the reading of the sound, allows for a discovery of depth in the sound, allowing the listener to go beyond its surface
to discover a larger meaning, fully expressed as part of the compositional
form. As form transforms musical material, it shatters its surface qualities, thereby realigning the sense of the normative within the work. If
any form of the “beautiful” exists in such a process, it is only in the
resulting experience of transformation, alienation and surprise. Such
processes of establishing and then shattering norms, both pre-existing
and constructed, can be heard in my composition twryps – Sefirot
(Emanations) for voices and ensemble.20 This work, inspired by Olivier
Messiaen’s Couleurs de la cité celeste, integrates Jewish, Christian and
Islamic texts that directly or indirectly reference Jerusalem, its “lost
beauty” and accompanying history of destruction, confrontation, dislocation and sanctified memory.21

!
19 “Needing to have reality confirmed and experience enhanced by photographs is an
aesthetic consumerism to which everyone is now addicted.” Susan Sonntag, On Photography,
New York 1977, p. 24.
20 Sefirot (Emanations), commissioned by the Klangforum Heidelberg was written in 2015
and premiered by the Schola Heidelberg and Ensemble Aisthesison with Walter Nußbaum,
conducting at the University of Heidelberg on October 16, 2015.
21 In the context of “heavenly and earthy” Jerusalem – “Yerushalaim shel mala,
Yerishalaim shel mata” – the aspect of the “beautiful” in this composition relates to Jerusa-
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Book of Jeremiah 5:15
ywg hwhy-3)n l)r%y tyb qxrmm ywg 3kyl( )ybm ynnh
(m%t )lw wnw%l (dt-)l ywg )wh 3lw(m ywg )wh 4ty)
rbdy-hm
Therefore, I will bring a nation upon you from far, O house of Israel, said the
Lord: it is a mighty nation, it is an ancient nation, a nation whose language you
do not know, neither do you understand what they say.22

!
lem as ideal and reality. See Barbara E. Mann, Space and Place in Jewish Studies, New
Brunswick 2012, p. 41–43: “Midrashic literature also promotes the centrality of Jerusalem,
vividly granting it an inordinate amount of the world's most basic qualities. The possible
tension between “space” and “place” […] with space signifying a transcendent category and
place indicating a more grounded, material site – is manifest in attitudes toward Jerusalem;
this idea is embodied in the expression ‘Yerushalayim shel mala, yerushalayim shel mata’ –
Heavenly Jerusalem versus Earthly Jerusalem. The notion that heavenly Jerusalem exists until
a messianic time when earthly Jerusalem will be rebuilt represents an abiding sensibility
within Judaism, indicative of attitudes toward both space and history. For the religious Jew,
heavenly Jerusalem always exists in some transcendent sense; earthly Jerusalem must be built
by human hands, thus partaking of the mundane and trivial details of place. Heavenly Jerusalem first appears in apocalyptic texts of the first century s.c.E.; it has a long legacy in Judaic
and Christian traditions but is interpreted differently by each. What does the centrality of this
idea of an otherworldly city, one constructed and existing in some netherworld, contribute to
our understanding of space in Jewish culture? Might it in fact indicate a diminished or muted
enthusiasm for the place itself, for actual political or territorial autonomy? First, the very
mention of Jerusalem might raise the notion of a utopian state attained either in a dream or
vision, or perhaps in some messianic age. Like the visitor to one of Calvino’s “invisible
cities”, who, when presented with old postcards of the city “must praise the postcard city and
prefer it to the present one”, earthly Jerusalem may always pale beside its heavenly twin. At
the same time, however, this ideal also alludes to the memory of Jerusalem as an originary
site. Details of the memory of Jerusalem permeate Jewish sources, arguably more than the
city itself. Jerusalem thus has a vexed relation to history, being part of some glorious past and
representative of a messianic future. The city is also both utterly unique and serves as a symbol of certain ideas about urban life more universally. That is, like Rome – another city
whose physical plan and history is irrevocably linked to religious institutions – Jerusalem is
potentially a model for life on earth in relation to some set of spiritual or moral principles,
especially as this pertains to those civic contracts that regulate urban life, how people live
together and treat one another. This dualistic idea of heavenly versus earthly Jerusalem is
further complicated by lived historical experience. Jerusalem has been virtually synonymous
with a multicultural, cosmopolitan urban identity, drawing on the overlapping yet distinctive
experiences of different religious, ethnic, and national groups. The city has been shaped, both
physically and metaphysically – for better and for worse – by both the idea and the fact of
these differences, conflicts that have often erupted in violence. Each of these groups has left
their mark on the city. Art historian Oleg Grabar notes that despite the longstanding attachments expressed in Jewish texts, there is no tradition of Jewish architectural space in the
city.”
22 Translation by Dániel Péter Biró.
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Psalm 122 (Vulgata – based on Einsiedeln 150):
Jerusalem, quae aedificatur ut civitas: cujus participatio ejus in idipsum. Illuc
enim ascenderunt tribus, tribus Domini: testimonium Israël, ad
confitendum nomini Domini.
Jerusalem, built as a city fostering friendship and unity. The tribes have gone up
there, the tribes of the Lord, as a witness to Israel, to give thanks to the name
of Lord. 23

Qur’an: Surat Al-'Isra 17:1:
ِِ
ِِ ِ
ِ
ِ ِ ِِ
ﺼ ﻰ اﻟﱠ ِﺬ ي ﺑَ َﺎرْﻛ ﻨَﺎ َﺣ ْﻮﻟَﻪُ ﻟِﻨُ ِﺮﻳَﻪُ ِﻣ ْﻦ آﻳَﺎﺗِﻨَﺎ
ْ ُﺳ ﺒْ َﺤ ﺎ َن اﻟﱠﺬ ي أ
َ َْﺳ َﺮى ﺑ ﻌَ ﺒْ ﺪ ﻩ ﻟَﻴْ ﻼً ﱢﻣ َﻦ اﻟْ َﻤ ْﺴ ﺠ ﺪ ا ْﳊََﺮام إ َﱃ اﻟْ َﻤ ْﺴ ﺠ ﺪ اﻷَﻗ
ِ
ِ
ِ
ُ إ ﻧﱠﻪُ ُﻫ َﻮ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ﻤ
ُﻴﻊ اﻟﺒَﺼ ﲑ
Glory to (Allah) Who did take His servant for a Journey by night from the
Sacred Mosque to the farthest Mosque, whose precincts We did bless,- in order
that We might show him some of Our Signs: for He is the One Who heareth
and seeth (all things).24

Each of these recitation traditions is the product of a complex historical
development, integrating specific musical parameters and ritual-based
performance practices to explicate pronunciation, syntax and musical
exegesis of the sacred word, this functionality existing to present a type
of normative ideal of the “beautiful”, as an aesthetic category, within
each tradition.25 As a composer, I respond to these traditions by present-

!
Translation by Dániel Péter Biró.
The Holy Quran, translated by A. Yusuf Ali (Lahore: Sheikh Muhammed Ashraf, 1938).
25 While the development of Western art music was based on a musical culture determined by Christianity and an accompanying tradition of cantus (chant), this was a very different historical trajectory than that of Hebrew Bible cantillation and Qur’an recitation. See Leo
Treitler, The Early History of Music Writing in the West, in: Journal of the American
Musicological Society, vol. 35 (1982), p. 237: “The fact that the Gregorian Chant tradition
was, in its early centuries, an oral performance practice. . . The oral tradition was translated
after the ninth century into writing. But the evolution from a performance practice represented in writing, to a tradition of composing, transmission, and reading, took place over a
span of centuries.” The Hebrew term ta’amei hamikra can be translated as “the meaning of the
reading”. Heidi Zimmermann discusses this term and its relationship to Islam in her dissertation
Tora und Shira: Untersuchungen zur Musikauffassung des rabbinischen Judentums, Bern
2000, p. 27: “Like the Hebrew miqra’ the primary name ‘Qur’an’ derives from the root q-r, i.e.,
‘reading’: the visual implication of text is not implied with this root. Rather the concepts
‘pronounce’, ‘calling’, ‘reciting’ are expressed with the word, so that an adequate translation
of Qur’an could be ‘the recited’” (Translation from the German by Dániel Péter Biró). See
23
24
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ing them, extending them and bringing them into the domain of the
“unknown” while still being conscious of their functionality and history.
The musical structure of the piece is inherently tied to the texts, as
each text is assigned to specific singers and instruments within the
ensemble and “decoded” to reveal corresponding gematria structures.
Gematria is the exploration of the numerical equivalence of letters and
the interrelationships between numbers, words and meaning. Within the
Jewish tradition, such relationships allowed medieval kabbalists to explicate the hidden meaning of the Biblical text. Such a practice was also
developed in Arabic with the Abjad numerals.26 In Christianity, gematria
developed with the Latin alphabet and was used as a tool to structure

!
also Lois Ibsen al Faruqi, The Cantillation of the Qur’an, in: Asian Music, vol. 19, No. 1 (1987):
p. 19–20:
“A beautiful voice is also important, and many reciters have been encouraged to pursue their
profession because of a fitting vocal quality. Many different adjectives have been used to
describe the suitable voice; but they, as well as the qualities evidenced in various readers from
all parts of the Muslim world, are so diverse as to make a specific characterization difficult if
not impossible. One adjective which has been recognized as a characterization of the good
voice of a reciter is babbah, a huskiness and thickness of quality which has been cultivated
throughout the centuries by both male and female singers. This quality, however, has not in
my experience been particularly evident in the well known and much appreciated reciters.
Quite the opposite, a richness of sound and clarity of voice seem to be admired. Hoarseness
in the voice is even regarded as a ‘defect’ in contest judging of recitation. In addition, the
voice, whether that of a male or female reciter, should not project weakness or femininity. It
is probably for this reason that the voices of many of the famous female reciters from
Southeast Asia are almost indistinguishable from male voices. Despite this empirically experienced fact, the competition rules for the annual recitation competition in Malaysia state that
‘a voice is considered perfect [when it evidences] a masculine voice for male readers and a
feminine one for female readers.’”
For more on these historical relationships between various chant traditions see: Reading The
Song: On the Development of Musical Syntax, Notation and Compositional Autonomy: A
Comparative Study of Hungarian Siratók, Hebrew Bible Cantillation and Tenth Century
Plainchant from St. Gallen, Princeton 2004.
26
Brentjes, Sonja, Arithmetic, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Kate Fleet, Gudrun Krämer, et al.
(eds.), accessed online on July 19, 2016: http://www.brill.com/publications/encyclopaediaislam-three: “The sexagesimal system utilised letters of the Arabic alphabet that were
assigned numerical values according to a system known as abjad. The Indian system worked
with base ten and was positional, with special signs for zero and the integers 1 to 9. These
signs evolved into two systems, the so-called dust (ghubar) numbers developed in the Maghrib
and al-Andalus and an unnamed system used from Egypt to Central Asia. Both forms of
Arabo-Indian digits contributed to the development of number signs in Christian Europe. In
later centuries, the Eastern style of writing Indian digits became differentiated into two subsystems, one of which is used today in the Arabic-speaking world and the other in Iran. The
arithmetic used in financial administration developed its own elaborate written abbreviations
for numbers between 1 and 1000. Finger reckoning ascribed numeric values to different ways
of holding the ten fingers.”
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music in the Renaissance and Early Modern Period.27 In Sefirot (Emanations) these numerical structures, derived from the text, structure rhythm,
durations, instrumentation and tempi for each of the three groups.
While each group of voices and instruments is governed by its own,
unique gematria structures, the instrumentation often serves to blur
distinctions between voices and instruments, thereby obscuring their
sonorous identities. This can be heard at the beginning of the composition, where voices and instruments function as a single entity as to become a single, collective breathing musical corpus.
Example 3: Sefirot (Emanations): Category of “Breathing” in mm. 1–4
Such a category of “breathing” is explored throughout the work. In the
context of the work, breathing can be exhaled, inhaled, biological, motoric and filtered (for instance, breathing through a wind instrument like
a trombone). Such breathing can include voices and instruments, change
its function (move from exhaled to inhaled, biological to motoric), transform into pitch and move into silence. In other words, the ability of
breathing to be alienated, allows for its “normative” function to be questioned. At the same time, the indiscernibility of what is produced by
voices and what is produced by instruments creates for the listener a
context of what I term “cognitive suspicion”.
Out of this sonorous terrain, citations based on the three recitation
traditions begin to emerge from the sounds of breath. These citations are
first heard as “compressed”, without melody and often without clear
pitch, alienated variants of their original existence.
Example 4: “Compressed” Recitation in Sefirot (Emanations) mm. 5–8
Example 5: “Compressed” Recitation in Sefirot (Emanations) mm. 11–13
Example 6: “Compressed” Recitation in Sefirot (Emanations) mm. 21–27
From this initial “compressed” state of being, the chant citations continue to sound throughout the work and become, with each sounding,

!
See Rolf W. Stoll and Hans Ryschawy, Die Bedeutung der Zahl in Dufays
Kompositionsart. Nuper Rosarum Flores, in: Guillaume Dufay, Musik-Konzepte Heft 60,
Heinz-Klaus Metzger and Rainer Riehn (eds.), München 1988, p. 3–73.
27
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expanded and extended, allowing for a formal movement to reveal the
“normative” existence of the three recitation traditions. But as these
citations begin to present themselves as “returning” to their “normative”
existence, they also start to merge, interlock and become obscured in
counterpoint with the adjoining instrumental groups.
Example 7: Culmination of Recitation Groups in Sefirot (Emanations)
mm. 127–132
Through the presentation of musical material becoming at once distinct
and oblique, the normative functionality of the chant types and the existing form of the composition is simultaneously “broken” and “extended”.
This presents, for the listener, a moment of cognitive “surprise” and
“shattering” of conventions, established through the prior temporal
unfolding.
Such methods of construction and deconstruction of musical material
allow both for an opening in terms of compositional form and a
reconfiguration of musical perception. Through the transformation of
musical material through form, the listener experiences a new perspective of hearing – what Helmut Lachenmann has termed “human potential” 28. In experiencing such moments of “surprise”, the actual surface of
the musical material might be, for the listener, anything but beautiful.
This depends on the normative positioning of the compositional work,
where the work positions itself in terms of musical material and form as
well as the state of the listener in regard to such “human potential” in
terms of imagining the ineffable through hearing.

!
Helmut Lachenmann, Musik als existentielle Erfahrung. Schriften 1966–1995, Josef
Häusler (ed.), Wiesbaden 2004, p. 106: “Beauty or – to take the bull by the horns – the enjoyment of art, understood as experience of the imagined values that we perceive and identify
with, which determine our consciousness and our expectations, remains an arbitrary and
random, private instance, as long as we are not certain that in such values the entire “human
potential” had been addressed and exhausted, as the human species had been granted during
its entire development. Regarding reality, we still nourish the hope, that man is capable and
willing to recognize himself and his reality. We still believe in a “human potential”. We call
beauty a sensory experience, which creates a conviction in this belief. In the process of
communication, a collectively experienced hope in such “human potential” releases a feeling
of joy, which we call beauty.” (Translation by Zsófia Surján and Dániel Péter Biró).
28
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The Ineffable: Ethics Beyond the Beautiful
In terms of composing a piece, the musical material does not only exist
for the sonorous surface but also for the “inner idea” that exists at the
“core” of the composition, created out of its form. For me, this “inner
idea” of the musical work can only be “beautiful” in so far as it is “genuine”, “authentic” and also has a relationship to the “worldly”. For me,
even if an artwork is intended to exist only for itself, no artwork can be a
hermetic entity totally outside of the world. While a given musical
composition might form a sense of the “beautiful” in terms of this “inner idea”, more importantly, it forms an “ethics” of expression as it responds to and subverts a societal and its own “normative” existence.
For me, as a composer, the process of hearing takes precedence over
the transmission of the image, as music refuses to present the answer of
an image but rather challenges the listener to actively question how
sound relates to the world. The sound and “inner idea” presented to the
listener, while activating the listener’s imagination and “human potential”, remain, in the end, ineffable.
In terms of our own complex contemporary situation, the concept of
“the beautiful”, as it has functioned in history, has been either consciously forgotten or exists only as a remnant of past musical traditions.
“Beauty”, as a functional device, obviously exists, in popular culture, as a
means for manipulating feelings, of kitsch, to produce desires that allow
for unreflective feelings of “togetherness”. Popular culture has taken
over the previous religious ritual function of “collective magic” and art
has, at least since the age of Enlightenment, if not before, functioned as
a means for deeper reflection about the ritual experience, a process
termed by Helmut Lachenmann “broken magic”29. The understanding of

!
See Abigail Heathcote, Sound Structures, Transformations, and Broken Magic: An
Interview with Helmut Lachenmann, in: Contemporary Music: Theoretical and Philosophical
Perspectives, Max Paddison and Irène Deliège (eds.), Farnham, Surrey, England; Burlington,
VT 2010, p. 341: “But Mozart’s music was, and is, more than just stunning magic; the magic
element in his music was considered in an incredibly brilliant way, which means it was suspended, even broken, which is why his late symphonies, solo concertos and string quartets
were irritating and even disturbing in his time, as I’ve just attempted to describe. At the end
of his life, Mozart’s music was considered somehow difficult, too intellectual and too complicated – ‘not for the palate’ of the people. Today – as I have just said – we sometimes use
Mozart's music as a drug, for relaxation, and most people do the same with Bach, Beethoven,
Schubert and Schumann. Chopin, Bruckner, Wagner and even Mahler. And in that sense this
great music, which once disturbed audiences because it opened up their horizons, now once
again has an unbroken magical fascination for most so-called ‘classical fans’, good to be
29
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this broken magic’s “spell” is, in our current day, the misreading of the
musical work and its “inner idea”, challenging the listener to discover the
new through new ways of hearing.
In our media-driven world of screen time, the image functions to
transmit an illusion of knowledge and power. For me, the sonorous signs
in a work of music pose questions to its listeners through the activation
of the listener’s imagination, its sounding content within form. With the
current power and speed of image-based media, the definition of this
“cultural realm” is presently going through an enormous alteration in
terms of its functionality, as our cultural sound ecology and reflective
abilities are put into question.
The composer of today responds to this situation either by accepting
or rejecting “normative” ways to experience this “cultural realm”. But in
terms of striving for “human potential”, artists have always needed to
devise new ways to subvert power structures in order to create the impossible.30 Such a “right to expression” – especially within the sonorous
realm – is inherently connected to the right to remember. In taking our
hearing beyond a normative reality, we end the dream-like state of the
pre-packaged, pre-conceived category of “the beautiful” and open it up
to this “human potential”. In being able to perceive the present reality
with new ways of hearing, and to even conceive of future emanations of
reality, the listener might be capable of pursuing a truly genuine and
ethical relationship to the imagined, the larger world and the ineffable.31

!
listened to on every car radio, livening up housework or washing the car, and, last but not
least, enjoyable as a magic ritual in subscription concerts, and in all these functions it has now
become an object of commercial speculation.”
30 For more on the concept of the impossible in terms of the creation of new music see
Claus-Steffen Mahnkopf, Von der messianischen Freiheit: Weltgesellschaft – Kunst – Musik,
Weilerswist 2016, p. 206–216.
31 Many thanks to Gunnar Hindrichs, Grit Schwarzkopf, Márton Dornbach and ClausSteffen Mahnkopf for their input and suggestions in writing this essay.
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